
 

Thwarting protein production slows cancer
cells' malignant march

July 18 2013

Protein production or translation is tightly coupled to a highly conserved
stress response that cancer cells rely on for survival and proliferation,
according to Whitehead Institute researchers. In mouse models of
cancer, targeted therapeutic inhibition of translation disrupts this
survival response, dramatically slowing tumor growth and potentially
rendering drug-resistant tumors vulnerable to other therapies.

From yeast to worms to humans, this stress response and its primary
regulator, heat shock factor 1 (HSF1), help normal cells adapt to harsh
environments, including the presence of heavy metals, high salt
concentrations, low oxygen levels, and of course increased temperatures.

"In a perverted twist of fate, cancer cells take advantage of this
incredibly ancient survival strategy—the heat shock response—to help
them survive despite the best efforts of our own natural defenses, and
sophisticated therapeutics, to kill them," says Whitehead Member Susan
Lindquist. "And trumping all that, we find it not only helps them survive,
it helps them thrive!"

Across tumor and cancer types, cancer cells rely on the heat shock
response and HSF1 to support the production of vast quantities of
proteins and the high-energy demands needed to propel malignancy.
Accordingly, researchers have envisioned HSF1 as a potential 
therapeutic target, but such transcriptional regulators have been
notoriously difficult to target. However, by determining that protein
translation is intimately connected to HSF1 activity, Whitehead scientists
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may have identified an approach to controlling cancer cells' overactive
heat shock response. Their work is described in this week's issue of the
journal Science.

"The genetic screens that we conducted in collaboration with the Broad
Institute and the drug screens that were conducted by Sandro Santagata
(Lindquist lab postdoctoral researcher) all pointed to this
connection—that the process of protein production signals to HSF1,"
says Marc Mendillo, a postdoctoral researcher in Lindquist's lab and a
coauthor of the Science paper with Santagata. "And this link may
explain the HSF1 activation we have observed across an extraordinarily
broad range of human cancers."

Santagata's screens identified one compound that was particularly
effective at disrupting translation and HSF1 activity. Collaborators at
Boston University synthesized an analog of this compound, called
Rohinitib (RHT), that is even more efficacious. Normal cells are
relatively resistant to RHT and seem to be little affected by it. However,
cells from a wide spectrum of cancers are sensitive to it—RHT added to
cancer cells in vitro normalizes their metabolism, including the increased
glucose uptake characteristic of such cells, and even kills them. Blood
cancer lines are highly sensitive to RHT and show the most dramatic
effects. In mice implanted with human myeloid leukemia tumors, RHT
greatly inhibited the tumors' growth and suppressed glucose uptake,
similar to the effects seen in vitro.

"I think we've found a very simple but elegant biological principle here,
which makes sense," says Santagata. "Systems in the cell that need to
work together—such as protein translation and the heat shock
response—actually are linked together. We found that link using small
molecules, which means that we now have the tools in hand to suppress
what cancer has coopted. We can use those chemicals to thwart the
cancer cells' ability to harness the properties of HSF1."
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Such chemicals may be enough to knock cancer cells off balance, but the
final coup de grace may need to come from other therapeutics.

"You probably want to have these kinds of effects in the context of other
therapeutic interventions," says Luke Whitesell, an oncologist and senior
research scientist in the Lindquist lab. "If you were to compromise the
altered physiology of tumors with something like RHT, the cancer cells
are going to be less able to tolerate other therapeutic insults, and that
probably would give you more effective therapies. But we don't know
what the best combinations are going to be yet."
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